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This quarter, LinkedIn introduced a

new section to profiles called the

Featured section.

This new area allows members to

showcase work samples, including

their posts, articles, or external

media and links.

Any media that users previously

added to their About section will

now appear in the Featured section.

This section also allows users to

curate and choose which content

they want showcased.

If there isn’t any content in a user’s

Featured section, the section will be

hidden.

As part of its efforts to close the

network gap and reduce the barriers

people face around employment

opportunities, LinkedIn has

introduced a new “Fair Chance” job

filter.

The filter will help job seekers find

employers who are committed to

considering applicants who have a

criminal record.

The filter is currently available on

the web version of the LinkedIn

platform in the U.S. and will soon

come to iOS and Android.

Showcase your work on the new Featured section.

LINKEDIN
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Helping more people find employment opportunities with Fair
Chance Hiring.
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This quarter, LinkedIn introduced new features to its company Pages, including a

new invite to follow feature, LinkedIn Live feature, and new posting capabilities

for Page admins. 

According to LinkedIn, these features are meant to help organizations “engage

with [their] community in more personal and interactive ways.”

New features include:

Achieve
more with
your brand
by using new
Pages
features.
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Page admins can now invite first-degree connections to follow their Page 

The purpose of this new feature is to help organizations grow their

audience on their company Pages more easily. 

LinkedIn will also allow users the option to opt-out of this feature if they

don’t want to receive invitations to follow Pages.

1.

2.

3.
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I n v i t e  t o  F o l l o w

L i n k e d I n  L i v e

LinkedIn Live Videos are now available on Pages.

LinkedIn says this feature will allow companies to “leverage sight, sound,

and motion to have direct conversations and interactions with their Page

followers.”

LinkedIn Live is a streaming feature that enables users and companies to

have live two-way conversations on-screen in real time with the added

bonus of allowing users to participate by commenting.

When you go live on a Page, followers will be notified through a push

notification so they can choose to tune in and participate.

LinkedIn has reported that brands have seen seven times more reactions

and 24 times more comments with live videos compared to standard video

posts.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Following in the footsteps of Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat, LinkedIn is

now testing a new LinkedIn Stories feature for its platform.

Stories allow users to share brief video or photo messages with their network,

which typically disappear after 24 hours.

LinkedIn says the feature can be useful in a professional context, saying that

“The sequencing of the Stories format is great for sharing key moments from

work events, the full-screen narrative style makes it easy to share tips and

tricks that help us work smarter, and the way Stories opens up new messaging

threads makes it easier for someone to say, ‘and by the way… I noticed that

you know Linda, could you introduce me?’
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Users now have the ability to post on LinkedIn as a member or on behalf of

their Page.

There is now a new toggle switch on the homepage which allows you to

choose which profile you’d like to post as without having to leave the main

posting screen.

1.

2.

P o s t i n g  a s  a  P a g e  o r  M e m b e r

Coming Soon

L i n k e d I n  S t o r i e s
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This quarter, LinkedIn made improvements to Sales Navigator. 

There is now a new process for adding leads to Salesforce.

Sales Navigator
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With this process, users are now able to add contacts to Salesforce without

having to switch between the platforms.

1.
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There is also a new alert that will notify users if a company they have saved has

added multiple job postings lately, which is meant to indicate “that the company is

growing — a signal that there may be new opportunities that the sales

organization could pursue,” according to LinkedIn.

In addition, LinkedIn introduced a new Smart Links feature to enable content

sharing.
This feature allows users to track views and engagement on the content

they “package and share.”

1.

Sales Navigator’s search and reporting functions have also been updated.

Users can now save account searches and share lead search queries with

their teams.

1.

Users also now have the option to opt-out of LinkedIn activity in their personal

Sales Navigator, which will remove metrics like days active, searches performed,

and profile views from Sales Navigator.

G m a i l  E x t e n s i o n

LinkedIn announced that its Sales Navigator extension for Gmail will be shut

down in mid-March.

This extension was created to enable users to integrate Sales Navigator with their

Gmail accounts and provided profile data for contacts and prospective leads

directly in Gmail.

LinkedIn has provided resources to help users who use this integration as

LinkedIn prepares to deactivate the service.
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Facebook has made its “dark mode” layout available on the desktop version of its

platform.

Dark mode allows users to use the platform with a dark color palette and a dark

background in place of the classic white background.

When new users switch to “New Facebook,” they will immediately get the option

to enable dark mode. Users who skip this offering can later turn on dark mode by

selecting this option in their drop-down settings menu.

This quarter, Facebook

introduced a new Page

Management History tab in

Pages.

This new feature provides

Page admins with reports on

the management of the

Page,including information

about Page roles, contact

information, Page settings,

Group relationships, and

more.

Facebook says this new

feature “allows managers to

see what steps the admins

and editors took, and when

they took them,” and will only

be visible to users who are in

a management role on the

Page.

FACEBOOK
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Pages
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New Features

D a r k  M o d e  F o r  D e s k t o p
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Messenger
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This quarter, Facebook focused on simplifying and redesigning its Messenger

application for iOS and Android.

To do so, they rebuilt the iOS version of the app “from the ground up” to make a

new version that is faster, smaller, and simpler.

Facebook says the new Messenger application will load twice as fast and will be

1/4th its original size.

Developers have also streamlined the code for the app, reducing it by 84% to help

make the app “lighter and more responsive,” and allowing engineers to innovate

more quickly.
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2. Log of Images in Chats

     - Parents will also be able to view photos that their child has sent or

received in the app.

     - Parents will also be able to report photos and remove them from message

threads if they feel that the images are inappropriate.

3. Reported and Blocked Contacts History

     - This feature provides parents with a list of any reporting or blocking

actions their child has done in the app.

     - Parents will be notified via Messenger whenever their child blocks or

reports someone.

     - As well, Parents can view a list of blocked contacts along with reported

contacts and messages and the reason for the child’s reporting action.

4. Remote Device Logout

     - Parents can see all the devices their child is logged into and can log out of

the app on any device through the Parent Dashboard.

5. Download Your Child’s Information

     - Through this feature, parents can request to download a copy of their

child’s Messenger Kids information.

     - The download will include a list of their contacts, messages, images, and

videos they have sent and received.

     - Your child will receive a notification through the app when you request this

information list.

Messenger Kids
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Facebook also introduced new

parental controls for Messenger

Kids.

New features include:
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 Recent Contacts and Chat

History

1.

 - Parents can now see who

their child is chatting with,

and whether they are

chatting through video or

text messaging, and how

frequently they have been

messaging others over the

past 30 days.
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Facebook has also updated contact blocking features, allowing kids to unblock a

blocked contact on their own.

Parents can access these features in the Messenger Kids Parent Dashboard on

Facebook’s iOS and Android app.

     - Chats with blocked contacts will also stay in the Messenger Kids inbox so

parents can view them.

Privacy Updates

IMAGE:  FACEBOOK

As they continue to increase efforts to protect user privacy and data, Facebook

introduced new features this quarter to help users protect themselves on their

platform.

With their Privacy Checkup tool, a prompt will now show up in users’ news feeds

reminding them to review their privacy settings and to adjust their settings as

needed.

There is also now a new Off-Facebook Activity tool, giving users a summary of the

information that businesses send Facebook about users’ activity on their sites and

how Facebook uses that information.

Users can also now be notified of third-party logins through Login Notifications.

     - This feature also gives users the option to clear this information from their

accounts.

     - These notifications will alert users when they use Facebook Login to sign in to

third-party apps.

     - This feature is meant to help users stay on top of how their account is being

used.
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Facebook is said to be developing a new feature that will allow users to cross-post

Stories between Facebook and Instagram.

Coming Soon
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N e w  F a c e b o o k  a n d  I n s t a g r a m  C r o s s - P o s t i n g

This feature would allow users to upload Stories only once and share it to both of

the Facebook-owned platforms with just one click.

This quarter, Facebook began testing changes to its news feed. 

According to code leaker Jane Manchun Wong, Facebook is working on a “tabbed

version” of the site, in which the news feed is organized into three separated tabs:

Most Relevant

Most Recent

Already Seen

1.

2.

3.

An additional new feature that Jane Manchun Wong spotted in the works this

quarter is a new “Face ID” unlock feature for the Messenger App.

The new feature will allow users to use Face ID to unlock the app.

Users will still be able to reply to messages through notifications or respond to

calls without unlocking the app.

Wong has also said that the Face ID won’t be sent to or stored by Facebook Inc.

T a b b e d  N e w s  F e e d

12
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F a c e  I D  f o r  M e s s e n g e r
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This quarter, Twitter continued to expand upon and improve their new threaded

tweets feature.

Twitter recently modified its UI to make it easier for users to differentiate

between standard tweets and replies.

Users can now pull down their screen when composing a tweet to view past

replies and threads.

Users can then choose to reply to a previous thread before sending a new

standard tweet.

This makes it easier for tweeters to add to threads without having to look for

the thread in their timeline.

Twitter also introduced the threading feature to the Twitter timeline in iOS.

The update draws a line that connects parent tweets to its replies, and indenting

with replies introduces further clarity for readers.

According to The Verge, this feature only displays threads for replies from people

you follow as to not overwhelm users with an abundance of replies to each tweet.

Twitter has said this change “makes it easier to see who’s replying to who so you

can join in on relevant conversations.

TWITTER
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New Features

T h r e a d e d  T w e e t s

IMAGE:  TWITTER
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With the next U.S. election around the corner, Twitter has implemented new

features to limit election misinformation or “content that might mislead people

about elections” on its platform.

This quarter, the social media network introduced a new tool that allows users to

flag content during “key moments” of the election cycle, which will trigger the

tweets to be reviewed by Twitter to judge whether it goes against the platform’s

rules.

According to Business Insider, there is also another feature being tested that

would display large, brightly colored labels below tweets that have been flagged

by fact-checkers, journalists, or others as “likely to be harmfully misleading.”

The label would additionally include a correction about the misleading

information to provide users with clarity.

P A G E  1 1

Election Misinformation

Twitter has now integrated emoji reactions to its Messages feature.

Users can now react with emoji to sent or received messages that are either

media- or text-based. 

An emoji-reaction can be sent by hovering over a message in the private

messages inbox or by double-tapping the message to bring up the library of emoji.

Users can also remove reactions at any time.

This feature is available on both the desktop and mobile versions of Twitter.

D i r e c t  M e s s a g e s  E m o j i s
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In a continued effort to improve “conversational health” on its platform, Twitter

is testing a new feature to try to prevent trolls from taking over conversations.

The new feature will allow users to set a limit on who can reply to their tweets

before publishing.

Users can choose who is allowed to reply by making selections in a list of filters

that includes the following options: everyone, followers only, users mentioned in

the tweet, or nobody.

The tweet will still be visible to everyone on Twitter (if the user is public), but

only the selected audience will be able to reply directly

However, it should be noted that anyone could still quote the tweet within

their own tweet with a reply.

R e p l y  L i m i t s

Twitter is jumping on the social media
trend of integrating Stories into their
platform.
The company announced this quarter that
it is testing its own version of the popular
feature, which they are calling “Fleets”.
The feature will let users post temporary
content that will disappear after 24
hours.
Users can post multiple videos up to two
minutes and 20 seconds or 412MB.
Meanwhile, whitelisted publishers can
publish videos up to 10 minutes long.

F l e e t s

IMAGE:  TECHCRUNCH

Fleets won’t be able to receive likes, replies, or re-tweets.
If the poster allows direct messages, users can respond to Fleets through private
messages or can react with emoji.
Fleets won’t show up in Search or Moments and won’t be able to be embedded on
external networks.
According to TechCrunch, users will be able to see a user’s Fleets by going to their
public profile and tapping the feature from there.
The feature is currently being tested in Brazil.

Coming Soon
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This quarter, Instagram introduced its direct messaging feature to the desktop

version of its site.

Previously, users could only access their direct messages and exchange messages

through the app version of the platform.

The web version will offer the same capabilities as the app version and will

include features like group chats, photo sharing, and desktop notification.

P A G E  1 3

INSTAGRAM
New Features

IMAGE:  THE VERGE

D e s k t o p  D i r e c t
M e s s a g e
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H i d i n g  P h o t o s h o p p e d  P h o t o s

As Instagram fights against the spread of misinformation through content on its
platform, the social media platform has introduced a new feature that flags “fake
photos.”
Instagram says that the system uses “a combination of feedback from our community
and technology” to identify which flagged photos should be passed onto third-party
independent fact-checkers. 
If those fact-checkers determine that a photo is fake, it will then be hidden behind a
warning message alerting users that it has been flagged as containing false content
before anyone can view it.
Posts that are deemed as “fake” will also be removed from Explore and Hashtag pages,
thus limiting its visibility on the platform.
Some users have additionally reported that their Photoshopped photos have been
flagged as being fake.

This quarter, Instagram also introduced a new feature that allows users to reply to
friends’ Stories using GIFs.
The GIF library will come from the popular GIF database GIP

G I F  R e p l i e s

IGTV

The Instagram app has removed the shortcut button to IGTV (i.e. Instagram TV), which
was located on the top-right corner of the home screen. 
IGTV is a long-form video streaming platform that was introduced as a competitor to
YouTube in mid-2018.
According to The Verge, Instagram decided to remove the button after discovering that
relatively few people were tapping it.
As a result, some people are speculating about the current success of IGTV and its
future on the platform
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Instagram is reportedly rolling out a new feature that will allow users to sort the

list of accounts they’re following into categories, including: 

Accounts you see most often

Accounts you least interact with

Accounts sorted by earliest by latest followed

To curate these lists, Instagram will use data from the last 90 days that features

information about users’ activities on the platform, such as liking posts and

reacting to Stories.

Instagram users can manage their lists by tapping “Following” on their profile.
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F o l l o w  L i s t  U p d a t e s

Coming Soon

In the near  future, Instagram might give users back the option to view their feed in
reverse-chronological order.
Reverse-engineering expert Jane Manchun Wong spotted a feature that was being
tested, called “latest posts,” which creates a pop-up window over the main feed
featuring the newest content from a user’s network.
Instagram confirmed to TechCrunch that they are working on the feature but have “no
plans to test or launch it at this time.”
Instagram originally removed the reverse-chronological news feed in 2016, swapping it
out for a feed that prioritizes the order of posts by user engagement.

L a t e s t  P o s t s
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This quarter, Instagram has started to prototype a feature similar to Snapchat’s

temporary text messaging feature.

The feature would clear chat threads once users leave the conversation.

The platform already allows users to send temporary photos and video messages

by providing the option for users to select if recipients can only “view once” or

“allow replay” for a limited period or “keep in chat” permanent

P A G E  1 6

D i s a p p e a r i n g  T e x t  M e s s a g e s

Instagram has also been working on new features  that would give users greater
control over their Stories and who views them.
Reverse-engineering expert Jane Manchun Wong found a new feature that allows
users to select the people that they want their Story to be hidden from.
As of now, users can block people from seeing their Stories — but this applies to all the
Stories they publish.
One the other hand, the new feature being tested would allow you to block a user from
only the Stories you choose.
Instagram is also testing a feature that would allow users to block or restrict multiple
accounts from their comment section at once.

S t o r i e s
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